the form (1) x + (<J + a sgn cos t)x = 0, where x = d x/dt, cc and a are real constants, and sgn z = 1 for z ^ 0, sgn z = -1 for z < 0. Equation (1) is a special case of Hill's equation, which is a differential equation with a coefficient of period 2w [2] . The transition curves of equation (1) were given by Meissner for the case to > a > 0 in 1918 [1] , and later by van der Pol and Strutt for the general case, in 1928 [3] . Since then, these transition curves [3] have been referred to in many papers, without correction (e.g.
[4], [5] ). The author has noticed that some correction is necessary for those transition curves, since there exists appreciable error in at least several points on the published curves. From these reasons, we present more accurate transition curves obtained by using a digital computer.
It is easy to write solutions x(t) and x(t) from t = 0 to t = x, and from t = 7r to t = 27T respectively. Combining these solutions at t = ir so that x(t) and x(t) are continuous, we have solutions x(2ir) and x(27r) as a linear combination of the initial conditions x(0) and x(0). In short, x(0) and x(0) are transformed into x(2tt) and x(27r) by a linear transformation. The characteristic equation of this transformation is given by the following equation [3] :
X2 -2/(co2, a2)X + 1 = 0, where f(oi2, a) = cos 7i cos 72 -~ ( -+ -) sin 7i sin 72, for o2 > a2 > 0, 2 \72 7i/ /(a;2, a) = cos 7i cosh 73 -ñ I ---) sin ji sinh 73, for co2 < a, If the characteristic root X satisfies | X | ^ 1 then the solutions are stable and if I X I > 1 the solutions are unstable. Since the function/(o , a ) is real and continuous for all real o>2 and a2 including near w = a , the critical stability condition | X | = 1 is equivalent to the following equation l/(«,«)l = 1.
(2)
The transition curves from stability to instability are obtained by solving equation (2). A digital computer K-l which was constructed at Keio University in 1959 (with a memory of 2200 words) was used for solving equation ( 2. Method of Computation. The method of obtaining the transition curves will now be described. Let A0 and Ax be two exact points on a transition curve in the (w, a) plane, as shown in Fig. 1 . It is supposed that these points are known beforehand by hand computation. Starting from these points A0 and Ax, a third point is predicted by linear extrapolation. The first prediction is the point A which lies on a straight line through the points A0 and Ax, with AoAx = A\A. A more exactpoint X is then located. This lies on a vertical line through the point A if Aco2 > Aa2. On the other hand if Aw2 ^ Aa2, the point X lies on a horizontal line through the point A. To converge toward an exact point, Newton's approximation method is used.
By the computer program, consisting of 281 words, it required 3.2 hours to obtain the 468 points listed in the Table. Comparing the old curves given by van der Pol with the new curves of Fig. 2 , an appreciable difference is seen in Fig. 3 .
